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Morphology transition observed in a phase separating fluid
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The relation between morphology and kinetics of phase ordering in fluids is studied near a critical point
~with benefit of universality! and under reduced gravity. The volume fractionf of the phases governs the phase
ordering. It is varied in a SF6 sample~density 0.85% off critical! by performing thermal quenches below the
coexistence curve~range: 50–2490mK!. We observe forfH5(2963)% a transition from a pattern of isolated
drops (f,fH), whose distance grows as~time!1/3, to a pattern of interconnected drops (f.fH), with
distance growing as~time!1. The transition separates the regions where collisions of droplets, which dominate
the dynamics, are due to Brownian diffusion or to hydrodynamic interactions.@S1063-651X~99!12502-9#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Fx, 64.60.Qb, 05.70.Jk, 81.70.Ha
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I. INTRODUCTION

A general goal in physical, chemical, and life scienc
aims at understanding the connection between the gro
and the morphology of developing patterns. A general p
cess in interacting domains is fusion or coalescence, wh
we address more particularly in this study. Several mec
nisms are involved in bringing the droplets into conta
Brownian diffusion@1,2# or internal and external hydrody
namics flows@3#. To address the above question, the nei
borhood of a critical point is particularly appealing. After
thermal quench below the coexistence curve, droplets of
and liquid nucleate and grow under typical patterns@4#. We
are interested in the late stages of growth when phase bo
aries are already well developed and the concentration
the phases are very close to the equilibrium values, as
fined by the coexistence curve~Fig. 1!. Then the drops grow
just because the system tends to minimize the total sur
separating the phases~e.g., by coalescence events!. In the
vicinity of the critical point, one benefits from the universa
ity features of scaling. Scaling by proper units of length a
time implies that all data from different experiments a
different systems can be cast on the same universal m
curves. In addition, the growth kinetics is slowed down~this
is the well-known ‘‘critical slowing down’’@5#!, which en-
ables phase separation to be studied for a longer time, m
ing the experimental study easier. Excellent temperature
bilization is needed, and gravity effects have to
suppressed.

The order parameter of a pure fluid is defined as the n
malized density differenceM5(r2rc)/rc , with rc the
critical density. At the gas-liquid critical point, the isothe
mal compressibility diverges and the thermal diffusivity go
to zero. The natural length scale is the correlation lengthj of
the order parameter fluctuations, which varies with tempe
ture T asj5j0(12T/Tc)

2n, with T the temperature andTc
the critical temperature,j0 a nonuniversal amplitude, andn
50.63 the universal critical exponent. The natural time sc
is the relaxation time of the order parameter fluctuations
sizej, given bytj56phj3/kBT, with h the shear viscosity
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~3!/3079~5!/$15.00
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andkB the Boltzmann constant@5#. We consider all critical
amplitudes belowTc .

II. BACKGROUND

A typical phase-separation experiment consists in quen
ing a sample from an initial state~M, temperatureTi! where
it is homogeneous, to another state~M, temperatureTf!
where it is no longer stable and where the process of ph
separation occurs. The equilibrium volume fractionf of the
minority phase is related toTc , the coexistence temperatur
Tcx , and the quench depthdT5Tcx2Tf by ~Fig. 1!

f5
M 12M

M 12M 2 5
1

2 F12S 11
dT

DTD 2bG . ~1!

Hereb50.325 is a universal exponent andDT5Tc2Tcx is
calculated from the coexistence curve expressionM5
6B(12T/Tc)

b whereB is system dependent@6#.

FIG. 1. Schematic phase diagram for simple fluids and liq
mixtures. T is temperature andM is the order parameter@M
5(r/rc)21 for simple fluids andM5c2cc for liquid mixtures#.
3079 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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Phase separation atM50 (f5 1
2 ) has been extensivel

studied @7#, and mainly with liquid mixtures@8#. After a
thermal quench atTf into an unstable state, the two growin
phases of equal volume form an interconnected pattern
domains that continuously coalesce. A number of exp
ments@9# under reduced gravity with a near density-match
binary mixture of partially deuterated cyclohexane a
methanol (C* M ) and pure fluids CO2 and SF6 have already
been carried out. Results show that the influence of conv
tive flows and sedimentation can be efficiently removed
characteristic lengthLm of the domains can be defined as t
pseudoperiod between the phases. At late times,Lm;t.
When expressed in the scaled units,Km* 52pj/Lm and t*
5t/tj , all the results obtained with liquids and fluids at d
ferent quench depths can be cast on the same master c
thus demonstrating scaling and universality in the sens
phase separation. The curve can be described by the phe
enological equation given by Furukawa@10#:

~Km*
2121!2†~A* /B* !1/2$tan21@Km*

21~B* /A* !1/2#

2tan21@~B* /A* !1/2#%‡5B* t* , ~2!

whereA* andB* are two adjustable parameters. For bina
liquids @8#, A* 50.1460.01 andB* 50.02260.001. We call
this evolution, characterized by an interconnected morph
ogy and a fast growth, ‘‘fast interconnected.’’

Only a few experimental results are available when
order parameter is systematically varied fromM50 @11–
13#. When the volume fraction is somewhat lower than 0
the drops collide and coalesce but stay disconnected. A n
ber of results obtained either with the above density-matc
binary liquid C* M under a weak density gradient, whic
enables the order parameter to be varied in the sample@12#,
or with C* M and pure fluid SF6 under reduced gravity@14#,
shows that phase separation in such conditions is chara
ized by a pattern of monodisperse tightly packed droplets
the minority phase whose growth can be expressed o
more than seven decades in time by a single reduced
with exponent13:

Km* '0.9t* 1/3. ~3!

All the above experiments show thatKm* '1 when t* '1,
which means that nucleation proceeds from fluctuations
the size of the correlation length, in agreement with the c
cept of ‘‘generalized nucleation’’@1#. We call this evolution,
characterized by a disconnected morphology and a s
growth, ‘‘slow disconnected.’’

When the volume fraction is very small (f,0.03), the
droplets do not coalesce and grow by a mechanism of di
sion through the majority phase. Experiments@13# show that,
although the initial growth follows a power law with tim
whose exponent12 or 1

3 depends on the initial supersaturatio
the late stages are always characterized by a1

3 growth law
exponent as described by Lifshitz and Slyozov@15#.

These previous works@12,14# are in support of universal
ity for phase ordering in fluids and in liquid mixtures. A
though the parameter which determines either behavio
suspected to be the equilibrium volume fractionf of the
minority phase, this conclusion does not clearly follow fro
the experiment. The above experiment only shows that
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disconnected-interconnected transition holds forc2cc
.0.01 ~binary liquid mixtures! and (r/rc)21.1% ~simple
fluid!.

In this study we show that modifying the volume fractio
by varying the quench depth in the same homogene
sample enables morphology and kinetics to be changed.
thus emphasize the key role of volume fraction and de
mine a value (2963%) for the threshold volume fraction
value fH which delimits the two morphology and growt
regions. For this purpose, we performed minute therm
quenches in a slightly off-critical sample of SF6 for which f
can be varied according to the quench depth. A pure fl
was used, because its dynamics remains fast enough so
local equilibrium of the phases can be reached, even v
close toTc , within an equilibration time compatible with a
experiment time. In addition, the density of such fluids c
be accurately measured by the variation of the menis
height @16#. Since the gravity effects are very pronounc
under the earth gravity field the experiments were perform
under reduced gravity@17#. Note that, although the therma
diffusivity of pure fluids goes to zero at the critical temper
ture Tc , another mechanism of heat transport by press
mode, the so-called ‘‘piston effect,’’ becomes very efficie
nearTc due to the large compressibility of the fluid, thereb
allowing thermalization to be limited only by the therm
response of the thermostat@18#.

III. EXPERIMENT

The experiment is carried out with pure fluid SF6 in the
Critical Point Facility of European Space Agency@19#. The
fluid is enclosed in a CuBe rectangular shaped cell with t
windows. The internal volume is a cylinder~12 mm internal
diameter, 3 mm thickness!, with two natural sapphire win-
dows ~12 mm external diameter! epoxied using their cylin-
drical surface to the CuBe wall. The cell is filled with a
accuracy of order 0.05% with SF6 ~L’Air Liquide, of quality
better than 99.980%!. This density is off critical by 0.85%
from the critical density as checked by the variation of t
meniscus height with temperature@16#. The coexistence tem
peratureTcx is shifted fromTc by Tc2Tcx530mK. It is the
nonwetting minority phase~vapor! which nucleates.

The cell is set in a high precision thermostat having
temperature stability of within 20mK and a minimum tem-
perature stepping of 100mK. The temperature in the fluid
can be analyzed by considering the light transmittency a
temperature probe in the sample. Temperature quenche
performed at a mean rate of 200mK/s and last approximately
5 s. In all the quenches analyzed here, the sample temp
ture begins to vary approximately 8 s after the set point w
changed,Tc is crossed 4 s later, and the experiments a
analyzed 8 s later on~i.e., 20 s after the set point!. We con-
sider the time where the sample crossedTc as the time of
origin.

The cell is illuminated by a parallel white light beam.
plane of order 0.1 mm fluid thickness is imaged on a cha
coupled device~CCD! video camera and a photograph
camera. Laser light scattering measurements~turbidity, light
scattered at 22° and 90° angle! are used to determine th
coexistence temperatureTcx . The transition temperature o
SF6 was checked during the flight after homogenization
Tcx11 K for one hour. The temperature which was fou
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(Tcx545.532 60 °C) is the same as 18 months earlier wit
1 mK.

Remote control is used to command the experimen
real time from the ground. A directed acceleration of ord
1026 times the earth gravity, originating from the frictio
with the high atmosphere and from the fact that the setu
not located at the center of mass of the spacecraft, is pe
nently applied to the samples. Moreover, an acceleration~g
jitter! which is randomly oriented is also present. It is ge
erally lower than 1024g, a value which can increase depen
ing on the spacecraft activity. We did not notice any cor
lation between the residual accelerations and the ph
separation process as it is analyzed below.

Four quenches were performed: quench 1, fromTcx
1260mK to Tcx21.81 mK (f50.37); quench 2, fromTcx
11.55 mK toTcx22.49 mK (f50.38); quench 3, fromTcx
11.66 mK toTcx2430mK (f50.29); quench 4, fromTcx
150mK to Tcx250mK (f50.14).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The spacingLm is measured directly on the video o
photo pictures by averaging over nearest-neighbor pair
droplets. This procedure is repeated over many pairs loc
at different places in the cell. We observe that the cell is
homogeneous when the initial temperatureTi of the quench
is nearer to the coexistence temperature than 1 mK. T
happens during quenches 1 and 4. For quench 1, 176 s
the beginning of the quench, the right part of the cell is se
to phase separate earlier than the left part. We attribute
difference in transition temperature to a density gradi
across the sample. As the derivative (]r/]T)p ~p is pressure!
goes to infinity at the critical point, a minute temperatu
gradient, as the gradient induced by the very small heat fl
necessary to ensure thermal regulation, is able to induce
ticeable density gradient. To give an order of magnitude,
mK aboveTc , the derivativer21(]r/]T)p'6.73103 K21,
which means that a 1mK temperature difference causes
0.7% difference in relative density. The density gradients
quenches 1 and 4 are directed in the same direction. Its
plitude is difficult to estimate because it depends on the t
perature history of the sample. Anyway, data analyzed in
middle of the cell can be related to the average sample d
sity, under the reasonable assumption that the density g
ent is symmetrical with respect to the cell symmetry axis.
Fig. 2 are shown the patterns for quench 2~f50.38,
interconnected-fast growth! and 4 ~f50.14, disconnected
slow growth!.

The experimental results for the different quench dep
are reported in Fig. 3 on the same curve in reduced u
Km* 52pj/Lm andt* 5t/tj . ~The parameters needed to an
lyze the data are from Ref.@14#.! For quenches 1 and 4
where density gradients are present, the data obtained in
middle of the cell correspond to morphology and grow
laws different from those near the border wall. We report
data corresponding to both behaviors. The data are comp
with the two curves obtained for interconnected morpholo
and fast growth@Eq. ~2!# and disconnected morphology an
slow growth @Eq. ~3!#. The data fit reasonably well to th
slow growth ‘‘universal’’ curve. However, the data corr
sponding to the ‘‘fast’’ growth are systematically higher th
the curve corresponding to binary liquids. This tendency w
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FIG. 2. Video pictures of the phase-separation pattern.~a!
Quench 2: T5Tcx22.49 mK, t522 s; ~b! T5Tcx250mK,
t51900 s. The largest dimension of the picture corresponds
14 mm.

FIG. 3. Growth laws expressed in scaled unitsKm* and t* ~see
text!. The curves refer to an average of the data obtained in dif
ent liquid mixtures. The open dots~lower curve! correspond to the
interconnected-fast growth and full dots~upper curve! correspond
to the disconnected-slow growth. Because of a density gradient~see
text!, the data for quenches 1 and 4 are from the middle of
sample and near a wall.~Quench 1:j, h; quench 2:n; quench 3:
,; quench 4:d, s.! Crosses are from ‘‘fast’’ growth in CO2 ~Ref.
@9#!.
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also noticed with one set of data obtained in a 1 mKquench
with fluid CO2 ~Fig. 3 and Ref.@9#!. We cannot attribute this
discrepancy to a wrong estimation of the SF6 parameters like
viscosity, correlation length, etc. It cannot be due, either,
wrong estimation of the time origin of the evolution proce
as the time where the data are analyzed is taken much
than the quench time. Since the discrepancy is the same
‘‘deep’’ quenches~no. 1 and no. 2! and ‘‘shallow’’ quenches
~no. 1 and no. 4!, we rather suspect the effect of couplin
between the heat transport, due to the extreme compres
ity of the fluid ~‘‘piston effect’’ @18#!, and the mass transpo
of the phase-separation process.

Anyway, these experiments demonstrate that the volu
fraction is undoubtedly the important parameter for bo
morphology and growth laws of a droplet pattern. From
data, we find a disconnected morphology and a slow gro
at f50.14 and an interconnected morphology and a f
growth at f50.29, 0.37, 0.38. These data alone enabl
threshold volume fractionfH50.2260.07 to be determined
These results are in agreement with previous experim
with SF6 where a disconnected morphology and a sl
growth were observed for the volume fractionsf50.13,
0.22, 0.26@14#. We also report the data of CO2 @9# where
interconnected morphology and fast growth were obser
for a density critical within 0.1% and a quench depth of 1
mK (f50.510/20.017). One also considers the results o
tained with theC* M liquid mixture @14#, where a discon-
nected morphology and a slow growth was observed fo
volume fractionf50.3160.04. It is interesting to visualize
the threshold in volume fraction by reporting all availab
data in the units 12T/Tc versusM /B ~Fig. 4!. In a log-log
plot, the coexistence curve is represented by a straight
with exponent 1/b, and the thresholdf5fH between
interconnected-fast and disconnected-slow is a line par
to it. The ‘‘best’’ line corresponds tofH50.2960.03 in Fig.
4. Note that the border between interconnected-fast
disconnected-slow as obtained in theC* M liquid mixture
under concentration gradient@12# is also in reasonable agree
ment with this value~see Fig. 4, where the border data a
reported!.

Why is there such a well-defined border between a d
connected morphology–slow growth and an interconnec
morphology–fast growth? According to Nikolaev, Beyse
and Guenoun@3#, two mechanisms are in competition fo
inducing coalescence: Brownian motion and hydrodyna
interaction. When the volume fraction is small, the dropl
are far apart and the only mechanism which brings two dr
lets into contact for coalescence is Brownian motion. T
mechanism was considered by Smoluchowski@20# for co-
agulation of colloids and then applied to phase separation
Binder and Stauffer@1# and Siggia@2#. The pattern of droplet
is made of isolated droplets, whose mean radius or dista
grow ast1/3. When the volume fraction becomes larger, t
flow generated by a first coalescence is able to generate
other coalescence between the fusioning drops and its ne
bors. This leads to the formation of a new elongated drop
When the drops are close enough to each other the fusio
drops have no time to go back to a spherical shape sin
new coalescence takes place before relaxation. An inter
nected pattern naturally follows, whose typical wavelen
grows ast1. The interdroplet distance, measured for mon
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disperse droplets by the equilibrium volume fractionf of the
minority phase, is thus the important parameter. A numer
simulation of a simplified coalescence process predict
crossoverfH'26% @3#, a value which compares well with
our measurements. These findings have been recently
firmed by a totally different method, involving full three
dimensional simulations of the Boltzmann-Vlasov equatio
of the phase separating fluid@21#.

V. CONCLUSION

These results, obtained in the absence of gravity effe
show clearly that, during the phase separation of fl
phases, the volume fraction of the minority phase is the
parameter which governs the hydrodynamic correlation
tween the domains and thus the morphology and the ev
tion law of the pattern. It remains to determine, by refini
both experiments and theory, a more precise value for
threshold between the ‘‘fast-interconnected’’ and ‘‘slow
disconnected’’ domains. However, there remains also
open problem concerning the discrepancy between the ki
ics of binary liquids and pure fluids that we plan to addre
in the near future.
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FIG. 4. Reduced coexistence curve~12T/Tc with respect to
M/B in a log-log plot; see text! with the experimental volume frac
tions and the different growth laws and morphologies. The full li
is the coexistence curve (f50). The dotted line (f50.29) is the
estimated boundary between the regions of slow-disconnected
fast-interconnected evolution. The open dots correspond to
interconnected-fast growth and full dots correspond to
disconnected-slow growth. Square: this experiment. Circles and
angles: from Ref.@14#. CO2 is from Ref.@9#. Crosses correspond t
the boundary observed in a binary liquid under concentration g
dient @12#.
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